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Faster than Santa Claus! 

Extra gifts for your stocking at MediaMarkt  

Ingolstadt, 03.12.2019: “It’s all about you having fun!” promises 

MediaMarkt – and at Christmas time, too, it truly lives up to its promise! 

During the ‘Christmas Presented’ campaign starting on 4 December, 

tech retailer MediaMarkt is offering customers a wealth of special offers 

at all 275 branches which as well as making fantastic Christmas gifts 

also come with an additional present in the form of a high-quality free 

gift! This Advent giveaway before Christmas itself gets underway will 

last until 17 December. And at MediaMarkt’s online shop, the promotion 

will begin even earlier – at 8pm on 3 December. An overview of these 

remarkable product-and-free-gift bundles is contained in the ‘Christmas 

Presented’ flyer, which will be distributed in all stores from Wednesday 

and can also be viewed online. But there’s no time to lose, for all the 

special offers only apply while stocks last.  

 

https://www.mediamarkt.de/
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This is bound to put everyone in a festive mood! During its Christmas 

Presented campaign, MediaMarkt is helping customers deal with even 

substantial wish lists while saving lots of money into the bargain. After all, 

whenever they buy one of the special promotional items, they’ll receive 

another first-rate product free of charge which will also make a perfect 

present for someone. 

Amazing bundles in all departments  

The campaign highlights include for example a current 65" TV, namely a 

Sony OLED KD65AG8, which comes with not just one but two free gifts: a 

PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB and the game Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. 

Meanwhile, the iRobot Roomba980 vacuum cleaner is accompanied by a 

BRAAVA390T matching robot mop. Anyone on the lookout for a laptop for 

someone should check out the Acer Aspire 3 – because as well as being a 

great computer for a low, low price, it now comes with extremely useful 

software: Office 365 Home. Gaming fans can look forward to incredible 

console bundles with free video games. And there’s even a 3-for-2 special 

offer on all PS4, Xbox One and PC games – choose any three, and the 

cheapest one is free of charge! That’s just a small sample of all the special 

offers, for across its entire range, MediaMarkt will be rewarding customers 

buying selected new items with matching additional products which are free, 

gratis and for nothing! 

Browse through the new flyer and you’ll find excellent bundles to place 

beneath the Christmas tree in all product categories. In addition to making 

your nearest and dearest happy, you stand to save so much money that 

you’ll still have enough to spend on loads of other nice things for Christmas. 

So start writing your Christmas list now – and take it down to MediaMarkt! 
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About MediaMarkt 
MediaMarkt, Germany’s and Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailer, was founded in 1979, 

and is nowadays managed as an independent retail brand under the auspices of the MediaMarktSaturn 

Retail Group. The company currently operates 275 stores in Germany and employs more than 14,100 

people. All in all, the over 850 MediaMarkt stores in 13 countries throughout Europe have a total 

headcount of approximately 45,000. MediaMarkt consistently applies its brand core ‘Pleasure’ to its 

product range, pricing, customer advice and services. Its declared aim is to make MediaMarkt the most 

pleasurable place for consumer electronics – anytime and anywhere. In addition to a constantly up-to-

date range of brand-name items at permanently low prices, its successful concept includes personal 

advice and a comprehensive portfolio of services. MediaMarkt has positioned itself as a successful 

multichannel provider and thus combines the advantages of physical and online retail under a trusted 

brand. 

 


